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Digital is expected to account for the entirety of 
OOH growth in the coming years

Data from PwC show that spend on digital out of 

home (DOOH) advertising is expected to grow at a 

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 10.1% 

between 2018 and 2021, accounting for all growth 

in the OOH market as spend on traditional sites is 

expected to decline from next year. 

Digital’s share of total global out of home adspend 

reached 34.8% in 2017, up 2.4 percentage points 

(pp) from 32.4% in 2016 and 12.1pp from 22.7% in 

2012. That share is expected to rise by 2.5pp to 

37.3%, or $14.6bn,  this year, while long-term 

projections suggest its share will grow closer to 

45% by 2021.

DOOH spend expanded at a CAGR of 13.8% 

between 2012 and 2017. This compares to a 

CAGR of 0.9% for spend on traditional panels and 

4.4% for the out of home sector as a whole. 

Some of the digital growth will be driven by the 

higher CPM the format commands, as well as the 

rising penetration of digital panels. But DOOH is 

growing at such a rapid rate because it also 

combines data-driven targeting and the potential 

for frictionless programmatic trade without the 

pitfalls often associated with online marketing. 
SOURCE › PwC Global Entertainment and Media Outlook, Ovum

Media Analysis: DOOH
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https://content.warc.com/read-warc-data-global-ad-trends-report-excerpt-march-2018
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60% of US consumers see a digital billboard each
month, 37% each week

Research by Nielsen shows that approximately 

60% of Americans see a digital billboard each 

month, while the same is true for 37% each week. 

Data from the Outdoor Advertising Association of 

America (OAAA) show that digital billboards now 

account for 21% of all billboards in the country, 

equivalent to 7,800 faces (up from 7,000 in 2017).

Effectiveness can be measured in many ways. 

Video advertising delivered via digital panels 

conforms to Nielsen’s established measurement 

framework, but digital delivery enables innovative 

approaches too: Google used a 1x1 pixel tag in its 

DOOH creative to measure impact. Tunify allows 

users to hear audio from otherwise muted DOOH 

ads on their smartphone, enabling advertisers to 

use the associated mobile measurement metrics. 

Qvividi offers facial recognition functionality which 

can ascertain mood, among other indicators. 

But the outdoor ad revolution is not problem-free. 

The collection of mobile phone data – both for 

targeting and measurement – raises privacy 

concerns. This is cited as a particular issue by 

mobile marketers. And criticisms of the online-ad 

business for being opaque, and occasionally 

fraudulent, may also be directed at the OOH 

business as it becomes bigger and more complex. SOURCE › Nielsen, Digital Billboard Study

Media Analysis: DOOH

Any OOH Billboard Digital
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shelter

Street

level
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Shopping

mall

Airport Video

screens

Past month Past week

Street level Transportation Place-basedRoadside

Total White Black Hispanic Asian 16-24 18-34 18-49 25-54 55+ $100k+

Billboard Digital billboard

Ethnicity Age demographic Income
Note: N=1,006.

https://www.warc.com/content/article/iab-eu-awards/from_ondevice_to_outofhome_measuring_the_whole_picture_of_campaign_effectiveness_for_google/122005
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-datapoints/fragmentation_and_consumer_privacy_concerns_are_main_barriers_to_mobile_marketing_growth_in_uk/123005
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-datapoints/fragmentation_and_consumer_privacy_concerns_are_main_barriers_to_mobile_marketing_growth_in_uk/123005
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Brand knowledge and cost efficiencies are main in-
house agency benefits

SOURCE › ANA ‘The Continued Rise of the In-House Agency’ 2018 Report

Better knowledge of brands and cost efficiencies 

are the most common benefits associated with in-

house agencies, according to the latest research 

from the Association of National Advertisers. Of the 

291 US client-side marketers with in-house 

agencies surveyed, 83% listed both better brand 

knowledge and cost efficiencies as key benefits.

The next most widespread benefits were the 

presence of dedicated staff and institutional 

knowledge (at 73% of respondents), indicating 

marketers value the contextual and personalised 

knowledge that in-house agencies can offer. The 

benefits that were least reported were lower talent 

turnover (24%) and reduced conflict of interest 

(21%).

These benefits can partly explain the growth of in-

house agencies over the past ten years, up by 36 

percentage points since 2018. However, external 

agencies continue to play a pivotal role, particularly 

when smaller in-house teams are unable to 

replicate their expertise. In-house marketing 

technology is generating particular interest in North 

America, with 15% of budgets allocated to in-

house martech this year.Note: Client-side marketers (n=291). Question: Thinking about your in-house agency overall, what are the benefits to 
your company of having an in-house agency?

Get the data
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https://www.warc.com/content/article/brand_knowledge_and_cost_efficiencies_are_main_benefits_of_inhouse_agencies/124227
https://www.warc.com/content/article/brand_knowledge_and_cost_efficiencies_are_main_benefits_of_inhouse_agencies/124227
https://www.warc.com/content/article/brand_knowledge_and_cost_efficiencies_are_main_benefits_of_inhouse_agencies/124227
https://www.warc.com/content/article/bestprac/what_we_know_about_inhouse_agencies/110021
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-data/martech_2019_and_beyond/123532
https://www.warc.com/content/article/brand_knowledge_and_cost_efficiencies_are_main_benefits_of_inhouse_agencies/124227
https://www.warc.com/content/article/bestprac/what_we_know_about_inhouse_agencies/110021
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-data/martech_2019_and_beyond/123532
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Evaluating digital spend has become more difficult 
in the UK

SOURCE › Xaxis

Digital campaigns must directly correlate with 

business results at a time of increasing difficulty 

over evaluation, according to the latest research 

from Xaxis – GroupM's programmatic buying arm. In 

a survey of 250 brand marketers in the UK, over 

80% think it is essential for campaigns to drive a 

direct correlation with sales. However, nearly three-

quarters (70%) believe evaluating digital spend has 

become more difficult in the past five years.

Agreement was particularly salient over the need 

for digital campaigns to directly correlate with 

business results, with nearly half (43%) strongly 

agreeing. This contrasts with only 1% who strongly 

disagree and 4% who expressed any level of 

disagreement.

Indeed, ad fraud and website traffic verification is 

the second greatest concern for digital marketers 

worldwide. This follows wider concern about an 

over-emphasis on short-term metrics at the 

expense of brand building, during a period of 

emphasis on digital ROI.

Note: UK digital marketers (n=250). Totals may not equal 100% because of rounding.
Get the data
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https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-datapoints/evaluating_digital_spend_has_become_more_difficult_in_the_uk/124228
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-data/global_ad_trends_threats_to_digital_advertising/121186
https://www.warc.com/content/article/Global_Marketing_Index_May_2018/122167
https://www.warc.com/content/article/bestprac/how_digital_channels_can_help_build_a_brand/121367
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-data/roi_benchmarks_report/110229
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WARC GMI: TV budgets drop while mobile and 
digital continue rapid expansion

3 Latest WARC research WARC GMI: European budgets slip further into 
contraction and global growth slows

WARC Consensus Forecast: Global adspend to 
rise 5.2% this year

WARC International Ad Forecast: Global growth 
upwardly revised to 7.3% this year

WARC International Ad Forecast: Mobile internet 
set to record strongest growth this year
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WARC International Ad Forecast: Mobile internet set 
to record strongest growth this year

SOURCE › WARC Data, International Ad Forecast, November 2018

Mobile internet is expected to be the fastest-

growing ad medium this year, with spend rising by 

approximately 26.9% on a PPP basis, according to 

data included in WARC’s latest International Ad 

Forecast. 

Much of the mobile internet growth will come from 

increased spend on online video, which is also 

anticipated to record rapid growth (+27.1%) this 

year. However, this does represent a slowdown 

from the 33.7% rise recorded in 2017.

Cinema (+13.0%) is also expected to record 

double-digit growth this year, driven by a 

buoyant Chinese market. Cinema growth 

excluding China is expected to be 4.1% this year, 

versus an estimated 0.7% rise in 2017. 

Outdoor (+4.8%), desktop internet (+3.7%), TV 

(+1.8%), and radio (+1.5%) are the other media 

expected to record growth this year. The decline 

in advertising spend for print press is forecast to 

continue, though at a lesser rate than was 

recorded in previous years. 

In terms of ad formats, paid search is expected to 

rise 12.5% this year, display by 6.0%, and 

classified by 2.7%.
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Note: *Online video is included in internet growth totals. Chart ranked by expected growth this year.

Get the data

https://www.warc.com/SubscriberContent/Article/_International_Ad_Forecast/110228
https://www.warc.com/SubscriberContent/Article/_International_Ad_Forecast/110228
https://www.warc.com/SubscriberContent/Article/_International_Ad_Forecast/110228
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-datapoints/chinese_cinema_adspend_expected_to_top_rmb10_billion_this_year/123756
https://www.warc.com/content/article/warc-datapoints/chinese_cinema_adspend_expected_to_top_rmb10_billion_this_year/123756
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Utilise WARC’s suite of 

benchmarks to measure your ROI 

against industry sector and 

geography, decide on the right 

media mix for your campaign, and 

compare your ad/sales ratio with 

the sector’s wider performance. 

About  WARC Data Contact UsBenchmarks

Databases

Instantly access advertising 

spend data in 96 markets across 

major media and formats.

Check CPM and GRP costs by 

media and target audience in 63 

markets.

Forecasts

WARC produces detailed adspend 

forecasts for 12 key markets, 

which between them account for 

two-thirds of global advertising 

expenditure, atop a biannual 

forecast for media inflation drawn 

from a consensus of exclusive 

agency data. 

Global Marketing Index

Established in 2011, the Global 

Marketing Index (GMI) is designed 

to provide a unique monthly 

indicator of expenditure and 

business conditions for marketers 

worldwide.

Our panel of 10,000 marketing 

professionals is invited to give its 

views of current business 

conditions, including marketing 

spend, media budgets and 

staffing. The results provided 

exclusively to WARC Data 

subscribers each month.

Data points

Access hundreds of pre-made 

charts and datasets on media 

consumption, spend and costs.

https://www.facebook.com/warc.hub
https://twitter.com/WarcEditors
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/71604/?pathWildcard=71604
https://www.warc.com/data

